
 

Greg Siofer's Award-Winning Book, "Getting Out," Brings Hope 

and Guidance for Recovery from Disability 

 

"Getting Out: My Story Plus The Exercises And Experience I 

Learned That Can Help You Get Out From The Wheelchair," 

by Greg Siofer, is an award-winning book combining a 

personal memoir with practical guidance for those 

recovering from a disability. The book, celebrated for its 

authenticity and helpfulness, serves as both an inspirational 

story and a practical guide for individuals facing similar 

challenges. 

 

Greg Siofer's "Getting Out: My Story Plus The Exercises And 

Experience I Learned That Can Help You Get Out From The 

Wheelchair" is a beacon of hope for anyone facing seemingly 

insurmountable physical challenges. This multi-award-

winning memoir and practical guide has been recognized 

with the prestigious Literary Titan Silver Book Award, among 

other accolades. 

In "Getting Out," Siofer shares his heart-wrenching journey, 

beginning with the onset of mysterious symptoms leading to life-altering brain surgeries, 

culminating in his confinement to a wheelchair. His story is a deep dive into the emotional 

rollercoaster of coping with a severe disability, the complexities of his medical journey, and the 

challenges in his personal life, including his separation and eventual divorce. 

What makes this book stand out, as noted in the Literary Titan review, is Siofer's raw and authentic 

narrative which is derived from his personal experiences. Everything in the book is a testament to 

what he endured, learned, and triumphed over. This isn't just a story; it's a survival guide, offering 

readers a first-hand account of overcoming obstacles and real, tested methods for recovery.  

Greg Siofer's exceptional writing has garnered widespread acclaim, as evidenced by his impressive 

collection of literary awards. In 2022 his work was honored with the Gold Award at the Next 

Generation Indie Book Awards and a second-place win at the 2022 Firebird Book Award. In 2021, 

his book earned the prestigious Literary Titan Silver Book Award and received an honorary 

mention at the New York Book Festival.  

Greg's story is a powerful reminder of the strength of the human spirit and the power of 

determination. For those navigating the complex path of recovery from disability, "Getting Out" 

offers much-needed motivation and practical advice. It is an invaluable resource for anyone 

seeking to understand and overcome the challenges posed by a life-changing disability. 

"Getting Out" is available on Kindle and in paperback on Amazon and Barnes & Noble. For more 

information about Greg Siofer and his work, visit IWillBeWalking.com. 

https://amzn.to/3vzhJaq
https://amzn.to/3TGuSX4
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/getting-out-greg-siofer/1138328322?ean=9781777295806
IWillBeWalking.com


 

About the Book 

In this riveting and deeply personal narrative, acclaimed author Greg Siofer takes you on a journey 

of resilience and recovery. After a series of life-altering brain surgeries left him wheelchair-bound, 

Greg fought back with a blend of unwavering determination and practical wisdom. His story, 

starting from the first mysterious symptoms to the monumental steps toward regaining his 

mobility, is a testament to the human spirit's ability to overcome the impossible. Alongside his 

gripping tale, he shares invaluable exercises and experiences, offering a beacon of hope and a 

roadmap for anyone struggling to reclaim their life after a debilitating setback.  

 

About the Author 

Greg Siofer is an author whose personal journey through significant health challenges has inspired 

his writing and advocacy. Born in Poland and raised in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, Greg's 

background as a web applications computer systems technician has shaped his approach to 

problem-solving and innovation. His life took an unexpected turn following multiple brain 

surgeries, resulting in a significant balance disorder and confinement to a wheelchair. Greg's 

resilience in the face of adversity led him to not only reclaim his mobility but also to share his 

experiences and insights to help others. He is a recipient of several prestigious literary awards, 

reflecting his ability to connect with readers through his authentic and motivational storytelling. 

Currently, Greg extends his impact by working online with people seeking balance recovery 

assistance and shares his ongoing journey through his blog. His commitment to helping others 

navigate their recovery processes makes him a respected figure in the field of self-help and 

rehabilitation literature. 
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